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V ictor Hugo said, “Nothing is more powerful than
an idea whose time has come.” Thus it was with

this book showcasing the contributions of women in
motorsports, specifically on the Bonne ville Salt Flats.
It’s the first of its kind.

Phone calls, emails and letters came at a furious
pace, as the author interacted with more than 300 in -
di viduals to identify and summarize ladies of speed’s
deeds. The list now has 260 verified names. 

The book is in the hands of Arcadia Publishing, who
will transform the mini manuscript, captioned photos
and list into a printed, all-color book by August 2021. 

Here’s a sneak peek:
COVER: Paula Murphy, the first woman to race a jet

on the salt in 1964 is the book’s “Cover Girl.” 
CHAPTER 1. FAST FEMALES ON FOUR WHEELS: They

have driven speed machines from tiny to thunderous, all
fabulous, mostly one-off expressions of mechanical and
aerodynamic artistry.

CHAPTER 2. LADY WRANGLERS OF JET & ROCKET
POW ERED CARS: Using the same propulsion that takes
human beings to another planet and back, or just across
a continent, ladies have repeatedly tamed and taunted
thrust powered vehicles.

CHAPTER 3. WOMEN RIDERS: Whether two wheels or
three, women have thrown a leg over, or climbed into mo -
torcycles of every size and description with distinction.

CHAPTER 4. UNSUNG HEROINES: The helping hands,
hearts and innovative brainpower that volunteer to en rich
the lives of the entire racing community, these women
may not make it into the record books, but sincerely
serve with strength and purpose to get things done.

CHAPTER 5. LAND SPEED LADY LIST: The first known
collection of verified and documented women who have
left the starting line to set hundreds of land speed
records—both national and world—on the Bonneville
Salt Flats, this list includes speed machine designers,
fabricators and mechanics, as well as the wondrous
wizards “behind the curtain” who make racing on the
salt a reality.

ARIZONA HEROINES: Arizona racing ladies in these
pages include Jill Iverson (rider, SCTA official and
starter), Pam Manghelli (driver, SCTA volunteer on data
and stats), Valerie Thompson (“The World’s Fastest
Female Motorcycle Racer”), Linda Van Scoy (crew chief,
Corvette race car) and Donna Wagner (Black Salt Racing
Coordinator of 350mph-plus Triumph sportscar).

Check Bonneville Racing News for a spe cial fea-
ture on the book that re veals—for the first time—
when and how ladies got the right to race on the salt.

Plans are being made for the author and VIPs to host
book sign ings at the Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials
(BMST) August 28-31, with a book signing on the 31st;
and during the Utah Salt Flats Racing Association’s
(USFRA) World of Speed September 10-13. Or you can
order your own autographed copy here:
www.landspeedproductions.biz ■

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: “LandSpeed” Louise Ann Noeth is a raconteur of stunning speed stories. She has raced jet dragsters, helped TEAMVesco capture the current 458-
mile-per-hour world wheel-driven record, and guided the Breed love and Fossett teams. In addition to her books, touchstones throughout motorsports are heralded in
her Fuel For Thought column. She is also an extreme-speed consultant for film and television. 

Women of speed 
and their daring deeds


